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Vintage and "fair condition" pieces  are all the rage this  year, as  seen across  accessories  especially. Image credit: Shutters tock

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Luxury resale platform The RealReal is out with the sixth edition of its  annual Luxury Resale Report.

The 2023 findings reveal that as overall demand for vintage bags is up 300 percent since 2020, and Gen Z
consumers specifically spend 40 percent more compared to last year, preloved items from French fashion and
leather goods house Herms hold the highest resale value. The brand's Birkin purses alone are worth 127 percent of
their original price, adding to the booming desire for "fair condition bags," up 130 percent this year.

"To me, the most interesting part about the report is  the evolution of luxury and resale in general," said Sasha Skoda,
senior director of merchandising at The RealReal, San Francisco.

"Luxury used to be polished, veneer, and exclusive," Ms. Skoda said. "But what we're seeing in luxury now is that it
isn't one-size-fits -all; it's  more modern.

"It's  about accessibility, sustainability, and connection to one's self."

To be fair
The report's findings name the forces driving the resale value and demand behind secondhand luxury. Based on
the shopping and consignment behaviors of The RealReal's 33.6 million members so far this year, vintage and "fair
condition" pieces are all the rage. Accessories-specific data arguably most supports the trend.

According to the report, demand for vintage Rolex watches is up 304 percent, Patek Philippe is up 207 percent and
the resale value of Omega x Swatch units has risen 205 percent.

Jewelry as a whole is showing up as a big player in the category, with searches for "vintage pendant necklaces"
climbing 154 percent. Searches for pendants, bangles and rings collectively are up 83 percent, while U.S. jeweler
David Yurman's signature silver signet rings specifically rose 81 percent.
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Vintage continues  to thrive across  demographics , as  every age group shows  enthus iasm for products  with the label. Image credit: The RealReal

When it comes to other vintage items, Gen Z is driving the aforementioned significant bag boom, and five favorites
are standing out to the young demographic.

The Chanel Classic Flap saw record sales following its primary market price increase, taking the number one spot
for Gen Z's most-purchased vintage bag. The Fendi Baguette and Celine Macadam took second and third,
respectively, while the Bottega Intrecciato and Louis Vuitton Speedy were tied for fourth.

However, young people are not the only ones loving historic purses right now.

The RealReal determines that there are three bags that are most purchased across generations, and the list reads
similarly to Gen Z shoppers' favorites. In first place is the Chanel Classic Flap, with the Louis Vuitton Speedy and
Louis Vuitton Monogram Keepall coming in as number two and three.

Though the youngest consumers are championing vintage, Millennials are turning out to have the most interest in
"fair condition" clothing.

While the desire for the category's bags is up 130 percent in 2023, fair condition demand has increased by 265
percent overall.

Herms  bags  are outshining other vintage purses  as  far as  resale value goes , with Chanel, Goyard, Saint Laurent and Prada coming in behind.
Image credit: The RealReal

When it comes to the brands that The RealReal community wants the most with this label attached, Chanel, Louis
Vuitton, Gucci, Herms and Prada take the top five spots based on gross merchandise value.

Most of these names are behind the bags with the highest resale values because as noted, the Herms Birkin brings in
127 percent of its  original price. The Chanel 22 has a 104 percent total and the Goyard Mini Anjou holds 100 percent
of the retail total in fourth and fifth place, the Saint Laurent Icare and Prada Re-Edition hold 93 percent and 78
percent of their value when resold.

Though Gucci takes the title of the most-searched luxury brand for the second year in a row, Herms, holding the
most resale value, is in fifth place for searches. Louis Vuitton is right below the Italian fashion brand, and Chanel
and Prada are the third and fourth most searched.

Herms specifically is having quite the year, topping brand equity analyst Kantar's BrandZ Most Valuable Global
Brands 2023 report (see story) before hitting $7.4 billion in sales in a 25 percent boost (see story).

Quiet shake-ups
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Despite turbulent economic conditions, every age group is making more expensive purchases.

Average order values are bolstered for every generation this year, with Baby Boomers spending 14 percent more and
Gen Z totals rising 18 percent.

Consumers  are turning to vintage to embody their favorite trends , from the "old money" look to the s tealthy outfits  taking TikTok by s torm. Image
credit: The RealReal

From country club core to yacht chic, three aesthetic descriptors seem to be driving secondhand sales, including
"old money," "unapologetic luxury" and, of course, "quiet luxury." Fueled by the rapid-fire cycle of social media,
certain labels rising above the rest for styles that adhere to each category.

Searches for Dior Loafers are up 88 percent year-over-year on The RealReal, for instance. Gucci is also benefiting
from its Argyle Sweater searches for the item rose 151 percent during the same period.

Chanel, with its tweed and logo-centric pieces, is  faring well among consumers favoring the unapologetic luxury
look, with searches for its CC Earrings increasing 125 percent this year. Herms is also a favorite, as resale values for
its Kelly and Birkin 25 are up 133 percent and 200 percent, respectively.

Quiet luxury seems to be the biggest disrupter, allowing brands that market stealthy purchases to move into the
spotlight.

In fact, searches for products from Italian cashmere label Loro Piana, the poster child for the aesthetic, rose 36
percent so far in 2023.

Other popular picks include French fashion house Celine and Kering-owned Italian fashion house Bottega Veneta,
which both made the top 10 most-searched list. While this is the latter brand's first inclusion the label's rise led to
Balenciaga and Burberry getting bumped other staple names like Celine have not made the ranking since 2018.

"Our customers are looking for unique, rare items that speak to their personal style, [and] all generations are
accessing luxury in ways they haven't before, whether it's  by buying pieces in fair condition or discovering emerging
brands they haven't come across in the primary market," said Ms. Skoda.

"They're thinking with the more sustainable mindset of 'Can I put this back into rotation once I'm done wearing it?'"
she said. "It's  an interesting time for resale and our report is  showing just how much the landscape has shifted in just
the past year alone."
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